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Marilyn's Page
We had to stop the presses three times before this edition was allowed to go to print.
This was due to the deaths ofthree ofour NBC family members who passed away
within a few days ofeach other and right at our printing date. The outpouring ofmem
ories was so overwhelming that there was no way to postpone their obituaries for the
next edition. This is who we are as an organization, and as a work family. In the words
of Paul Friedman, "We are so lucky to have worked in the golden age oftelevision
news. We cared about doing important work, and about doing it right. We did not pan
der or waste precious airtime with Y ouTube replays. And we had fun, and made endur
ing friendships."
I hope Peacock North continues to keep us informed about each other and joined to
gether as a group. Whether from news, sports or entertainment, we all certainly lived
and worked through a very special time in broadcast history. Lucky us!
On a high note, I hope everyone is looking forward to the warmth ofour Spring Lunch
eon, which will be held at Sardi's on Sunday, April 28th. Phil Alongi has agreed to be our keynote speaker! He
has been one ofNBC's favorite sons for a very long time and I am thrilled to have him join our long list ofprestig
ious speakers. Go Phil!
The sign-up form is on the inside back cover ofthis issue. You may also register on line at Peacocknorth.com.
Just select the LUNCHEON tab and it will lead you through the infom1ation and payment requirements. The
luncheon always makes the best memories! Book early - we always sell to capacity. Hope to see you all there!
A few personal acknowledgements:
Please join me in wishing our dear and talented Editor, Joel Spector, congratulations on retiring from
his free-lance music playback work. He racked up 30 years on The Tony Awards, overlapping with his
33 Macy*s Parades (most ofthose as NBC staff). He has earned the right to watch these iconic shows
from the comfort ofhis living room. Kudos to you, my friend. Job well done!
And this from Ken Fouts ofNBC Sports fame:
"This note is really directed to those ofyou that I worked with during my years at NBC
Sports. As you may or may not know, I grew up in Iowa and Nebraska and graduated from
the University ofNebraska before starting my years ofdirecting. Coming to NBC in the late
60's thanks to Scotty and Chet changed my life as well as my family's life.
Today I received a call that I will be inducted into the Nebraska Broadcasters Hall ofFame in
August. I am very humbled by the honor and feel that it was those ofyou that I worked with
that put me in this position. So I thank you all many times over.'
And now for the good stuff. . . the rest ofthe magazine. See you at the luncheon!!
"In the end, we will remember not the words ofour enemies, but the silence ofour friends."
--Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. In honor ofBlack History Month, this February.

Support Our Troops, Our Crews
and Our Correspondents
in Harm's Way

OUR HISTORY IN PICTURES!
PLEASE SEND US PHOTOS OF YOU AND YOUR
NBC FRIENDS' ACTIVITIES.
Send full-size jpg files to peacocknorth @yahoo.com
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Our dear friend and colleague, Phil Alongi, is our headliner for the spring luncheon. For tho e of you who wonder
what he has been up to, here i a recap of his credits and ongoing ad, enture . Marilyn.
Phil Alongi began his career at NBC News in
1979 and remembers when the peacock had more
than six feathers! He began in finance, gradually
rising through the ranks and e entually serving as
Executive Producer of Specials and Politic . In
this capacity, Phil oversaw breaking news and
political coverage for the BC Network,
MSNBC, CNBC, Telemundo. and BC ews
Channel, "The Five Families of NBC". He pro
duced the coverage of every Presidential Inaugu
ration for NBC from 1985 to 2009. Throughout
his career, he has traveled to dozens of countries
and ha co ered e ery major news event during
that time period. He left NBC on a high note,
winning an Emmy® with the Specials Unit for its
coverage of Election Night 2008.
hortly after lea ing BC News in 2009, he
launched Alongi Media Solutions (AMS). In his
capacity with AMS he has produced and provided consulting to production outlets big and small, commercial and
not for profit. He guided Tola TV, Afghanistan's leading network, in their efforts to cover their country's first presi
dential election which featured their first-ever presidential debate. The work was so rewarding and fulfilling that he
agreed to return to Afghanistan to lead a two-year mentoring program for young journalists. He also worked with
the Lebanese Broadcasting Corporation on their historic 2009 presidential election, providing insight on how to pro
duce informati e and interesting election coverage.
Domestically, he's produced over a dozen presidential, gubernatorial, and senatorial debates including a reunion
with Tom Brokaw, who moderated the 2010 California Gubernatorial debate he produced. Phil served as Executive
Producer of both the 2012 and 2016 Republican National Conventions in Tampa and Cleveland, respectively.
In addition to major news events, he's ventured out on a limb (pun intended) as Executive Live Producer for
Skywire Live: ik Wallenda's Grand Canyon Walk, as well as his high-wire walk in Chicago, both of which aired
live on the Discovery Channel. In 2015, he produced the global feed of Pope Francis' mass in Washington, DC.
In 2017, he assisted his son Philip, the Executive Producer for NJTV News, with their gubernatorial debates. ot
only did the project, his son and the team make him proud, but they were honored with an Emmy . Definitely one
of his proudest projects.
He intends to continue working until it is no longer fun.
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Larry Cirillo worked at NBC/or 32 years, and during that time produced some
of America's most iconic sporting events, from Super Bowls to World Series.
f
But one of his most enduring legacies as the coordinating producer of gol
came by way of a simple telephone call in the Jail of 1989. That call was to
f
Johnny Miller, asking him to replace Lee Trevino as the network's lead gol
analyst. Cirillo, his son Lawrence, who has worked on the BC golfcrew since
f
1988, and Gil Capps, Head of Editorial Research at Gol Channel and BC
f
Sports Gol and author of The Magnificent Ma fer , recently caught up with
Miller to reflect on his distinguished television career. The following is a com
pilation of their questions.
We're so happy that you're able to do this Johnny. The first question is:
what did you think when I called in 1989 about becoming an analyst at NBC
Golf?
JM: I r emember that call. Two weeks befor e I had told my wife," I think
I'm done playing the tour. I'm just going to do golf course design,I had done
like, 40,45 outings a year. I don't know ifl want to travel and leave the family
anymore. (I got a big family - six kids.) I'm not going to tell anybody, but I
think I'm going to retire." And here I get this call a week and a half later from
you. "Lee Trevino's going on the Senior Tour; you want his job?" And typical Johnny Miller, "What makes you
think I can do that job? One of the worst experiences of my life was public speaking class in high school. I don't
want to do that. That's too much pressure, you know?" You said, "Why don't you talk it over with your wife and I'll
call you back in a week or so."
So, I went back to my wife, Linda, and said, "You know, this is a pretty interesting call. This is a rare job, lead ana
lyst for any of the major networks. And Larry Cirillo says I can have the job ifl want it. I don't really want to do it.
That's a lot of pressure, trying to talk in front of millions of people." She said, "Well, it
would be nice to get a regular paycheck now that you're retiring." So that was the open
ing. Little did I know that this thing was going to last almost 30 years. It's been a good
run.
What do you remember about yourfirst telecast of the Bob Hope Desert Classic?
So, it's a five-day tournament. Wednesday there probably weren't that many viewers.
But I remember I didn't know squat. I was complimenting people on their shots and hop
ing they did well. You had to educate me not to do that. "Don't do the niceties, just call
the shots."
The first day was pretty rough. I was thinking, "This is worse than high school speech
class." I wasn't feeling that well, probably from the stress. I had an earache. I was
thinking "I'm outta here. I don't need to do this. In fact I'm more of a player than I am
an announcer." So you had a lot to do with talking me back into going back the next
day. I didn't want to quit, but part of me wanted to quit really badly. But I hung in there.
And actually by Saturday I was feeling my oats, starting to be Johnny Miller. I started
calling it the way I always called golf, including my own golf.
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Well, now that you've got that under your belt, you did ESPN and NBC that week. How about telling us about the
final hole on that event?
I made one call on the Palmer course there at PGA West on the 16th hole; it was the par three down the hill. Mike
Ditka was on the tee and you guys showed him at a football game knocking over the water cooler and kicking over
the table. I just threw out, "It sort of looks like Curtis Strange after a three-putt." Well it was pretty funny but he
didn't think so, but you know that was the start of my little funny calls.
Peter Jacobson was my partner in the team championship in the fall. We were good friends and played a lot togeth
er because I liked his positive attitude, and of course he's got a chance to win on Sunday. He gets to that 18th hole
and hits it over the hill on the downslope. And now he's got this two or three-iron over water on a downslope, so I
said, "You know, this is a perfect opportunity to choke on. You got a downhill lie, you're trying to hit it high over
water, and usually you hit it fat or block it to the right," which is what lots of people do on 15-- a gust on that
downslope, trying to hit to that narrow green.
So you know, he hit the ball a little bit to the right, just off the green, and got it up and in to win the tournament. I
was really happy for him, but I guess his friends told him that I said he was going to choke, which really wasn't the
case. But Peter didn't talk to me till August. That was the first time anybody used the word, "choke." But what they
don't understand is that to me that's the most exciting, most interesting part of golf, the choke factor. That's why
everybody admired Tiger Woods, who was so good under pressure, and Nicklaus, Trevino.
I always regarded a player [in terms of] how well he could handle the pressure. [Basically that] had been ignored not
only in golf, but pretty much all sports. They didn't want to talk about the choke factor, and the fact that the mo
ment's awfully big and your guy might melt down.
I used to study players when I played with them and they were leading, and I was maybe in third place. I liked to
watch them, how they interacted with their caddy, how they started arguing, or they couldn't think, or couldn't pull a
club. I used to love to watch all the mannerisms and the body language of a guy that's sort of bigger than his choke
factor, and see how they melt down. That's what I brought to the telecast probably more than anything. It's just the
way I viewed golf.
In your first year you received some widespread critical acclaim. Did that give you confidence?
Yeah. The one advantage that I had when I got started was that I was with Bryant Gumbel. He got so much attention
that it was perfect for me. I got my share of attention but he deflected a lot of the attention. People probably don't
even remember that he was my first partner.
I got more confident as I went along, espe
cially since the fact that NBC and you didn't
tell me, "Hey, you gotta cool it, man." You
guys, I guess, liked it. And they liked a little
edginess. I wasn't even sure of what I was
going to say next but I was trying to tell the
truth and be totally frank in what I was see
ing. I was watching like a hawk to see if a
guy really could handle the pressure or
whether he choked. So even though we
would do maybe [four days in all], Sunday
was the day that the most pressure was going
on, and that's when I loved it the most.
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Your friend, Jack Nicklaus, really gave you a lot of confidence because he told you what a nice person you were,
but it turnetl out you became the best analyst because you were honest. How does it feel when the greatest golfer
...,....-..,......,------------------:� .in the world said that Johnny Miller was the greatest golf
analyst ever?
That's pretty nice. He never told me that. That's really nice
of Jack. Jack doesn't throw stuff out just randomly or frivo
lously. He actually gave me a lot of tips. He thought
sometimes I was going over the line and had to cool my
jets just a little bit. And so I appreciated his tutoring to a
certain extent. Jack tries to be a little more politically cor
rect and a little more sweetie than I am. But I grew up that
way as a junior golfer. In Olympic Club the kids were wild
and crazy and needling each other. It was like Animal
House on a golf course. I grew up with that kind of atmos
phere. I think golf viewers are more intelligent than any
other viewers, I really believe that. They want to learn
something but they want to know what's really going on,
and whether a guy's handling it. I do appreciate Jack. He's
been a big part of my life. We got introduced together in 1966 at the U.S. Open at Olympic Club. We were both at
142 after two row1ds; I was only 19, an amateur. But I got to play with him on Saturday. So that sort of formed a
bond, a friendship. I played with Trevino on Thursday/Friday [in] his first big tournament, so that became a really
good relationship. And of course, I replaced him at NBC, so it's interesting how what goes around comes around.
Lee and I were always really good friends, probably from that initial meeting and playing in that '66 Open.
Going back, you were working fulltime, virtually retired from competitive golf and then you win the '94 Pebble
Beach Pro-Am at the age of 46. Did you think at that point that changed how younger players viewed you?
I think it gave me a little more credibility. The guys were already sort of tired of hearing of Johnny Miller. "What's
he ever done?" So to be a grandpa in '94 and play that one tournament a year and beat these guys - after I'd been an
nouncing' since '90 - it gave me a lot of credibility. Bottom line, the fact that my kids could watch that. Some of
them had never seen me win before, and so that was pretty dam good, being a grandpa and winning that thing.
Winning that [tournament) didn't say to you, 'Maybe the senior tour could be a thing for me?"'
I was sort of interested in the senior tour in the back of my head, but my dad said, "If you're going to do something
you've got to give it 100%." And I knew I wasn't going to give it 100%. Some of my lower leg condition, compart
ment syndrome, that was one ailment that causes a lot of pain, especially when there's pressure in hitting a golf ball
as hard as pros hit it. And I knew that that was a pretty big factor in me retiring and going to NBC. So yeah, I tried a
couple tournaments. I wasn't able to give it 100%. So even though Dave Stockton and a lot of the key guys on the
senior tour really wanted me to [play], (they thought I could draw a good gallery and be good for the senior tour), I
had to make that call. I made the call: I would stay as an announcer
A year after that, you call your first U.S. Open. We know how passionate you were about the Open, growing up.
You ended up living out a childhood dream when you shot that 63 at Oakmont. Knowing all that, how excited
were you when we landed the chance to do the Open?
Well, I was excited enough to make that trip all the way back east. That was my tournament. That was the tourna
ment my Dad focused on the most when we were practicing at Olympic Club. It made my year to get the U.S. Open.
let's put it that way.
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I think one of the fascinating things about your career is that you spent most of it with Tiger. You and Tiger kind
of came along at the same time, TV-wise. We're curious, was there anything you saw from him at a young age
that made you think that he
would become the transcendent
player in the game?
Yeah. My sons, Scott, Andy, and
Todd aw him play, and played
against him, especially Scott.
They were about the same age.
They knew that he was crazy
special. And you know, his wedge
gam wasn't too good, he hit the
wedges too high. And he hit his
dri er pretty wild. But he had that
IT factor. He had that crazy dis
tance, 132 miles an hour club
peed. And he was a lot like Seve
Ballesteros - he just knew how to
score. He was very emotional.
People could get caught up in his emotion, his charisma, his amazing determination and hard work to become the
best, through his dad, Earl. I could feel it, that he was going to be special; I knew he was going to be an amazing
player.
I saw him at Waverley Country Club at the U.S. Junior; my son was playing in that one. I saw him at a driving con
test, hitting across the Willamette River. Nobody could hit it past. Tiger's walking by in loafers and they go, "Hey
Tiger you got to hit one." He aid, "I'm not hitting, I'm in my loafers." And the said, "That doesn't matter,just hit
it." He not only carried the river, he hit it up in the tree that was on the other side of the river. It was like "You have
got to be kidding me." I had never seen how far he could hit it when he wanted to. I think he just shocked everybody
in Georgia. I mean what is this guy doing, hitting nine-irons into high 15th hole at Augu ta? He changed the game,
he really did. He changed the game.
You know, one of the things about your announcing (Tiger was involved in a couple of these) is your ability to
predict-- your ability to first-guess instead of second-guess. I think back to that 2000 U.S. Open when you said
early in the first round that you had a feeling that Tiger was going to run away with it in record fashion, and he
did. And then the other U.S. Open in '08 when we were sitting there on the 13th hole, and he hits a drive out
there to the right, and you make the prediction, You know Tiger could make eagle right here. It would change
the championship. ''And what happens? He makes eagle and it does change the championship. In each of tlwse
instances, where did that prediction come from?
Well, my wife says I'm the world's luckiest guesser, and then I'm not afraid to say what I believe. I don't care if I'm
wrong. Everybody comes to Earth with certain gifts. That's my gift. My gift is that I can feel it.
What are some of the best moments that you've had over the years?
Besides family and my own career playing, as far as announcing goes, I got to go to that very first Bob Hope Desert
Classic with you. For me, that could have been the end of it right there. This all wouldn't ha e happened if you, my
manag r and my wife hadn't said "You got to finish it out thi week. Then if you want to quit, okay, you can quit."
You didn't ay that.
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LC: Me sitting on the bed, talking to you ...
Absolutely, I remember. The other moments had to be that '95 U.S. Open, the very first U.S. Open that I called; I
sort of had tears come to my eyes in the opening statement. I played several practice rounds with Corey Pavin. I sort
of fell in love with his game, the way he played old-fashioned golf. And for him to beat the great Greg Norman
down the stretch, that was fantastic.
And then Kiawah [1991 Ryder Cup] was the greatest -- without a doubt, the greatest TV drama ever. You know the
Miracle of Brookline [1999 Ryder Cup] was really good, but all the little intangibles that were going on at Kiawah
with Azinger, and Seve, Calcavecchia and Montgomery; all the sidebar stuff that was just so passionate and so full
of emotion. And then the greatest of all was the 2000 U.S. Open. That perfom1ance was the greatest golfing perfor
mance in history-- by Tiger. And so that would be the standard by which all great champions in the future would be
measured.
The scene of him as he walked down the hill with all the people, that was something no one, at least here in the
States, had ever seen be/ore.
Tiger being trained by Earl [his father] had basically a Green Beret "seek and destroy" mentality. He never paid any
attention to the gallery and if he paid any attention to the guys he was playing it was only to psych them out, make
them nervous. He was sort of a Green Beret champion, you know? But watching him down that fairway, watching
him look at the gallery, acknowledging them, I could feel he was connecting with them for the first time. And it
was like "This is really, really special, to get it - this win."
And I think Americans always love a comeback story. I also think it was great for a younger generation who had
only heard about Tiger to see that he got that chance.
He'd had about six chances to win this year in 2018 and couldn't quite do it. He's been there so many times but
now all of a sudden he was going to win and it was just fantastic for golf and fantastic for him too. I had said that
he was going to win again, that he would have a second career if he stuck with it because he's got too much talent
So those are the ones I remembered the most.
You sat next to five different play-by-play hosts in your career: Bryant Gumbel, Charlie Jones, [Jim] Lampley,
Dick Enberg, and Dan Hicks, who you've worked with almost 19 years, the longest tandem in golf. What, if any
thing, did you learn from these five people?
Well, Bryant was so smooth. I think he realized the enormity of a black man calling golf in those days. To be real
honest with you. I don't know if some people were ready for that, but that was a gutsy decision by NBC, and Bryant
was highly qualified to do it. I just thought the way he handled that was fantastic. And he was good in the clutch
too. He loved golf. It was good to work with him and break the ice in my announcing career with him.
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Jim Lampley probably had the highest IQ of anybody. He had a photographic memory. Only trouble with him is he
tried to become a lead analyst too, and that didn't work out really well at the Ryder Cup.
Dick Enberg promised himself he would never
cover golf. And he was so professional. I learned
a lot from him. He taught me to honor each word
in speaking, not slur them like a lot of people.
Charlie Jones just loved being on the air.
And then of course Dan Hicks. Dan is sort of like a
younger brother to me. He's a guy that can really
play under pressure and doesn't ever choke. He
ju t takes the pressure off me. I love the guy. We
ha e uch a good booth. Our 18th tower has got a
great mojo. Just really a great mojo.
It's been almost 30 years. What do you think has
been the biggest change in golffrom when you
started back i11 '90 to now?
Oh man. Well, just the production elements. You would know that better than I would, but just the amount of cam
eras and how many hours that we cover now. The future is going be you have to get a guy that knows the game, has
had a great career, and is willing to be able to call it like it really is. Not even as he sees it, but call it really accurate.
And golfs gotten bigger with the Golf Channel and with all the tournan1ent coverage; the TV part of the game is
really good.
I guess the concluding question would be this: What do you expect you're going to miss most about the job?
I think working with the guys. I'm going to actually miss our 18th tower [and] e erybody that's in that tower. And
I'm going to miss those Sunday afternoons on the back nine, seeing who's going to have the right stuff and who's
going to hit the hero shot. But what I'm going to miss the most is that Sunday afternoon.
But there's a time and a season for everything, and my season [now] is six kids and 24 grandkids. And I got a lot of
work to do with them on their golf games and life skills, and tips on how to live life well and to choose the right
CTR, be really good kids, and good human beings. And so that's the higher calling, the family. But golf and golf
announcing has been a big part of my fan1ily, so I'm going to miss that.
Always wanted to lea e early, like I did in golf. I wanted to get out of announcing before I looked like road kill and
started losing it. o I think I left at a really good time. It's been good, so thanks for the memories.
And Johnny, I think it goes without saying, we're all going to miss you a lot. Golf, I believe, has been a better
game because of you, and what you've brought to it on the announcing si<le. And that will be missed. And I do
hope that that torch can be passed, because you will have left a big hole.
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Mark Traub Retires

WHO IS THE GUY II
ND THAT I HEAR
LOUD LAUGH?
FR1.AS LAUGH!

Senior stage manager Mark Traub has been the heart, soul and most importantly, the laugh behind the scenes on
TODAY for more than 35 years. He found himself in front of the cameras for the first time on January 4th when the
TODAY anchors gave him a sweet goodbye as he walks off stage one last time into retirement. "You are so much a
part of the heait and soul of this place," Savannah Guthrie told him. "I think every single one of us has a story about
how you made us feel like we were OK and belonged and we could be here, and that is huge."
Around Studio IA, Traub was known for his big laugh. Generations of TODAY fans likely heard it off-camera dur
ing funny moments on the show.' "He makes is all feel funnier than we are." Hoda Kotb said. "I'm not gonna be
anywhere nearly as funny as I seem without your laugh," Al Roker added.
On Friday's show, Traub was treated to a video montage of thanks and con
gratulations from a group of current and former TODAY talent, including Sa
vannah, Hoda, Al, Carson Daly, Dylan Dreyer, Sheinelle Jones, Katie Courie,
Tom Brokaw, Craig Melvin, Kathie Lee Gifford and Jenna Bush Hager.
A poignant photo, shot by TODAY photographer Nathan Singleton, of the sen
ior stage manager in his element was signed by everyone and presented to him.
They also brought out a cake and champagne to commemorate the big day.
Traub first became a page at NBC more than 40 years ago before joining TO
DAY in 1983. "This has been the only place I've known as home for two
thirds of my life," he said. "My life's dream came true when I was 21 years
old. It's just been amazing to have the opportunity to be part of something that
is so vital to this country as this show is."
After about 9,230 early wake-ups during his career with TODAY, Traub is
looking forward to spending time with his wife, Lisa, and turning off the alarm
clock. 'I'm gonna learn how to sleep" he said. "And I'm gonna watch you
guys every day."
By Scott Stump,© NBC, January 41\ 2019
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Stan Zabka's Fundraiser Follow-Up
January 3, 2019
Friends,
65 persons attended our December 16th fund-raiser event to benefit the
Paradise fire victims! We were surprised at the good turnout, given the
many Paradise fund raisers taking place. The NBC station here offered
terrific support, even resulting in a couple of speaker requests.
The alvation Army is grateful to one and all for your thoughtful and gen
erous contribution to this cause!
Total donations to date have reached $4,450.00, with checks still coming
111.
That the fingers of this 94 year old WWII-Korean War Vet (and for
mer NBC Page) still function well enough to play the piano...especially for the benefit of the PARADISE Fire Vic
tims ...is most gratifying to me.
My chief career pursuit since I was five years old has been music, and I credit my 24 years at NBC with helping me
fund that goal while working in so exciting an environment.
I remember so many folks... Gene Garnes, who recorded my song demos; Frank DeRienzo, who played trumpet on
my demos; ADs Enid Roth and Ginny Seipt; TD Heino Ripp, Directors Dave Wilson and Bob Priaulx,
Producers George Schaeffer, Dee Engelback, Robert Potter, Scotty Connal, George Murray; and so many more
-._ Writers, Engineers and Technicians,.
As Meredith Willson wrote, and I say to you as well, Joel,
"May The Good Lord Bless and Keep you... "
Stay well!
Old Fashioned Traditional Holiday

Best,
Stan & Nancy Zabka

G

l

All Proceeds go directly to Salvation Army

Sunday, December 16, 3:00pm "'
Join us for a fun time of music, special videos,
guest artists, and door prizes ...
Hosted by Stan Zabka, Emmy award winning TV dirtctar.
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New Book About Reuven Frank

Reuven Frank (standing) spent his first years at NBC working on the nightly ne\\ scast, the Camel News
Caravan. Ralph Peterson (left) directed the newscast while .John Cameron Swayze (right) served as
main newscaster until 1956. (Tufts University Digital Collections & Archives, Medford, MA)
Most of Mike Conway's TV career was spent in local news. He worked at three NBC affiliates along the way: in Dayton, and as News
Director in Traverse City, MT and Erie, PA. At one time he was a vacation relief Regional Producer for News Channel. He is writ
ing a book on Reuven Frank, and tells us: "I didn't meet him until the last years of his life but I knew then I wanted to write
about his impact on TV news."
The book is titled "Contested Ground: The Tunnel and the Struggle over Tele i ion ews in Cold War America" and is to be
published late 2019 or early 2020 by University of Massachusetts Press. A 1962 documentary on a Berlin Wall tunnel escape
brought condemnation from both sides of the Iron Curtain. The strong reaction was not limited just to the topic, but for the
medium itself. The Tunnel wa produced for American network television.
The Tunnel controversy and the ri e of television news reveal a critical juncture in American journalism and media history as
the Cold War entered one of its most dangerous periods. The surprisingly fast ascendance of television news as the country's
top choice for information signaled the public's acceptance but threatened the self-defined leadership role of print journalism
as well as the implicit cooperation among government officials and reporters on Cold War issues.
NBC's Reuven Frank is at the center of the story, as producer of The Tunnel and creator of the most popular journalism source
of the period, NBC's nightly newscast, The Huntley-Brinkley Report. The production and public and private reception of the
documentary and television news reveal a major upheaval in American news communication as government leaders, journal
ism competitors, and other groups fought over the shifting media landscape.
Mike Conway, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Journalism
Indiana University Media School
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Ted Nathanson
In the last PN issue I asked that our members
share with us some of their fondest memories.
Geoff Mason, who worked at NBC Sports,
sent us a treasure trove of wonderful
and sentimental pictures.
This is one of my most favorite photos,
of one of my favorite people: Teddy.
It is at Wimbledon, sometime
around 1984-1986, according to Mason.
Teddy's infectious smile and his kindness
shine through.
What an honor to have known him
and worked with him.
Geoff, thank you for sharing.
Marilyn

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Pat Lang, Superwoman!
BRAVERY comes in different fonns.
Sometimes it is public, celebrated by a
large audience. Many times it is quiet, pri
vate, individual. Last April, our colleague
and friend Patty Lang found herself fine
one day and then suddenly paralyzed from
the waist down the next. She has spent the
last 10 months learning how to walk again.
But you know what? She is walking and
driving! She is my hero of the year. I
watched her take on the scariest challenge
in her life and push with all her spirit and
physical perseverance. No one has a better
attitude than our Patty Lang ....NO ONE!
She is our Superwoman and is now able to
walk her dogs and smell the flowers.
The power of one, the power of positive
thinking.
Congrats Superwoman!
--Marilyn
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Longtime news broadcaster Don Blair is being remembered this weekend as a loving husband,
father and broadcast journalist who had the good fortune in his nearly half-century career to be a
radio air personality in his early days but more to the point a newsman who had the opportunity
to work at three of what were the four major radio networks---Mutual, ABC and NBC. Pat, his
loving and devoted wife of 54 years, told me that Don died a week ago (on December 8th) of
Alzheimer's Disease at age 85 in Venice, Florida.
Born in Newark, New Jersey, Don was raised in Hunterdon County in the western part of the
Garden State. Following a hitch in the Army, Blair set his sights on radio in the mid- I 950s, first
attending the Cambridge Broadcasting School in New York City before finding work at several
New England stations including then-rocker WPOP in Hartford. ln 1965, Blair was hired by the
Mutual Broadcasting System in New York as a news broadcaster. Five years later he was re
cruited by New York's WCBS NewsRadio88 as an anchor and reporter and long before the dec
ade of the 70s was history, Don became an ABC News Correspondent on the American Enter
tainment Network. A couple of years later in mid-1974 he began a 15-year stint as an Hourlies Correspondent at NBC Radio in
New York.
Pat and Don Blair said farewell to the New York City area in 1990, buying a retirement home in Venice, Florida, south of Sar
asota. They enjoyed many good years there as Don busied himself attending broadcasters' luncheons and doing long-fonn tele
vised interviews with other retired broadcasters including John A. Gambling of WOR, New York. I recall seeing that one
many years ago where Don and John had the chance to talk at length about those good old days.
Don was also an author having penned the non-fiction volume, "Splashdown: NASA, the Navy and Spacecraft Recovery,"
which recounted the Navy's recovery of manned missions from 1961-1975.
Besides his wife, Pat, Don is survived by three children and six grandchildren.
The family asks that anyone interested in making a donation in Don Blair's memory
to contact:
The American Legion
No-Ve! Post 159
1770 East Venice Avenue
Venice, Florida 34292
By Bob Gibson, December 15, 2018. [This item was sent to PN by David Schwartz]
Don Blair was a wonderful person and a delight to work with. I never recall him ever having a blunder or mishap on any of his
newscasts. Don had a great sense of humor. He loved living in Connecticut and told me people from Long Island could not
enter Connecticut; however, he was working on getting me a Connecticut passport. I'm still waiting for the passport.
One evening traveling home with Doug Spero I was persuaded to attend the Mutual Radio Christmas party before we took the
train. Having never worked for Mutual I felt a bit uncomfortable. When we arrived Don Blair was giving a toast. Don said it
was great seeing fonner Mutual employees like Doug Spero and Walter Ryan. Doug and 1 spent an hour or so at the party and
I enjoyed people pretending to remember me.
When I retired to Florida Don gave me some excellent advice on Florida living. Don explained that people will visit Florida
three hundred miles from you but expect you to join them for dinner. Don't start running all over the state. This very situation
has happened three times and each time J have followed Don's wise words.
I thank Don for all the wonderful times and for including me in one of his Peacock North articles.
So long my friend...
Walter Ryan
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Just heard from Debra Amos that Rick ended the long struggle
on January 24th. She said he tried his best to hang on. I visit
ed them in Princeton where Debra was teaching and Rick was
under care at home.
Stan Bernard
This sad news is just slowly sinking in but I'm also flooded
with wonderful memories of Rick. From 6 months together in
the Gulf War, to our time covering Haiti during the American
intervention. From lunches at Al Bhustan Restaurant to the
occasional sensible glass of wine at Hurley's, with Rick it was
always good. A terrific reporter and writer, though he wasn't
fond of doing stand-ups, he did some of the best. As a produc
er, when you were assigned to work with Rick, you knew you
would have strong material to work with, a story that would
make air and a good time along the way. One of my fondest
memories was a fantastic birthday party that Deb threw for
Rick and a group of friends. We ate fine food, drank good wine and had a sunset sail around Manhattan on a clipper tall ship
as Henry Champ told tall tales. Deepest condolences to Debra Amos and to all who knew and loved Rick Davis.
Joe Alicastro
Very sad news. Rick Davis and I were competitors in the San Francisco offices of KNXT and KNBC, respectively, in the late
Sixties. His love for his work and for life in general was infectious. Those years of so many big stories would have been much
less colorful and rewarding without his presence. When you got to a news scene and his red Porsche 911 was there, you knew
you had to be on your game.
Lew Allison
I too am heartbroken that Rick is with the angels tonight. He was not only a quintessential television journalist, but a decent
man and a great friend. We started working together when he was based overseas (somewhere) and r was working on Week
end Nightly News in the bullpen. We then had many years together in the field when Rick came stateside and we were in the
NY Bureau together.
Rick saved my life. After he retired he visited the bureau one day and noticed my absence. He asked where I was and learned
I was home sick. Rick called me and asked what was wrong. I gave him my symptoms, he asked a few more questions, then
told me what the fancy Westchester County doctors had missed - I had a parasite. He then sent me to the best doctor in NYC
for that ailment. Rick was right. The particular bug (entamoeba histolytic) had killed many people in Africa when it went un
diagnosed and not treated.
I'm so grateful to have known Rick, worked with him and was able to call him friend. He'll be missed.
Shauna Williams
About Rick Davis
Rick Davis had a series of gigs that began after three years in the army when he hustled jobs in a small town television stat ion on week
nights and a newspaper on the weekends while going to college in California. Three years later Rick was a news writer-producer-director in
the Sacramento area. He got $50 a show and free vitamins directing Jack LaLanne's syndicated series for a few months. For eight years
Rick was with CBS Owned Stations, based in San Francisco, Los Angeles and New York. He joined NBC News in 1976 and stuck around
for 25 years. He was overseas primarily covering small wars and revolutions for 15 of those years--from Central America to Bosnia while
based in London, Lebanon, and Jordan. He landed, often in a confused state, in over 80 countries. Along the way he was jailed briefly in
three countries and expelled from three. For the past few years Rick and Deborah Amos have produced a series of reports and documen
taries for National Public Radio.
© Transom.com

Contact Debra Amos at
516 Michelle Mews
Princeton, NJ 08542
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Marc Kusnetz
The loss of Marc Kusnetz this week touched off a wave of memories, expressions of sympathy,
personal connection . It a another reminder that BC ews through good times and tough
always operates as a famil .
Marc brought to his craft an undiluted passion for reporting the news from the ground up whether in the wars in alvador or Nicaragua, South Africa, a liberated East Germany, Poland
Normandy, Israel or Iraq.
We were an odd couple, but we were bound by deep seated curiosity, dri en by the mission to
find the truth, and to have a few laughs along the way.
His legacy is his passion for his family and the place of robustjoumali m in a free society.
I' e lost a brother. NBC News has lost a kinetic force for the place of robu tjoumalism.
God bless Marc, Leslie and the boys.
From Tom Brokaw to the Nightly Staff
I'm sad to report that our dear colleague and friend Marc Kusnetz passed away on February 17th from his long battle with pul
monary fibrosis. His wife, Leslie Gimbel, a saint all the way through his illness, is reachable at leslie.gimbel@gmail.com
Cheryl Gould
Just heartbroken. Reading what friends are writing about Marc makes his pa sing more vi id and the grief more stark. I talked
to Marc several times a week for a decade or more. He had a huge heart and a brain to match. Marc taught me a lot about life
and love, and loss. "The Old Bean," a I called him will be missed. Bless him now and forever.
Keith Miller
How terTibly sad this news comes. I am grateful to have worked with Marc for all of tho e years and grateful for all of the con
versations with someone who truly loved the news and made the news better. Even on the rare occasion when there was di a
greement about a story or a script, Marc always did it with civility. He was a gentleman.
Joe Alicastro
Marc Kusnetz was everything all have said...and more. As he used to put it, Marco and I were "cheek byjowl" for the final
decade of our BC ews careers. We retired on the same day; putting out our final Weekend Nightly Broadcast then taking
our wi es out to dinner together. He was smart, principled, had a wicked sense of humor, and in contrast to his physique, an
elephantine memory. I'm grateful for having had the gift of his friendship.
Rod Prince
Marc wa a wonderful man and a terrificjournalist. His pa ing i terribly sad for his family and for the rest of us. For me,
the news of Marc's death somehow focuses two things I've been thinking as I receive the depressingly more frequent notices
Bambi sends us. One is the obvious: we're getting old. The other is what we share: we are so lucky to have worked in the
golden age of television news. We cared about doing important work, and about doing it right. We did not pander or waste
precious airtime with YouTube replays. And we had fun, and made enduring friendships. Look at that email addre list
Bambi has compiled. It's full of people deserving respect and recognition and warm thoughts while we're still here. I want to
express mine to all of you, without in any way meaning to minimize the news about Marc.
Paul Friedman
I know I was very lucky to work at NBC during the time I did and proud of the work we did. My famil and I are also grateful
for the NBC family and never forget how they impacted our lives. And Marc was the perfect example of that relationship.
Since our children are about the same age, Marc and I would often share family stories to lighten the work day load. If I close
my eyes, I can still see that warm and pecial smile. Our thoughts and prayers are with his family during these hard time and
may his love bring them comfort.
Phil Alongi
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We met in 1981 in tho e pungent edit rooms of the old London Bureau on Bedford Avenue. You were Brokaw's Today Show
Royal Wedding (Chuck & Di) producer and 1 was a cub field producer on my first big story with NBC.
You didn't walk between edit rooms. Maybe a skip would better describe it. You were all twitching energy and flailing clip
boards. You carried - and used - a stop watch. I was more than impressed. I wanted to be like you!
You taught me how to produce TV news, and later, how to write and broadcast it. You worked and reworked and re-reworked
my scripts, always calling me "Dahling" to make it less painful.
You had your nits. To this day I avoid "new beginning '. You insisted it was redundant to the point of conniption. You were so
Old School. No lazy writing. No cliches - Heaven help the colleague whose "dream" becomes a "nightmare".
Over the years you were friend, then good friend, then family. You introduced me to the New York Review of Books, Murray
Perahia, the world of human rights activism, and the third base boxes at Yankee Stadium. You never lost your passion for life,
or people, or a damn good story. You were always better, smarter, nicer, and now - at peace.
Goodbye, Dahling.
Jim Maceda
I am truly saddened to learn of the loss of three precious colleagues, Rick Davis, Joe Oexle and now Marc Kusnetz. Each
brought exceptional talent and memorable personality to work every day and there are so many stories about each of them that
keep their amazing accomplishments in sharp focus. I was privileged to know and work with them. Their individual contribu
tions surely contributed to the NBC NEWS legend, a collective legacy to inspire those currently active and others yet to come.
My sincere sympathy to their families.
Mark Landsman
lt's so fitting that Marc has conjured up for many of us what made our time at NBC so special. Like a scholar with an irresisti
ble gleam in his eye, he was serious about the world and news and so much more, always with that joyous spirit. Such a
charming and generous man, much admired and vastly loved. As we say fond farewell to our other comrades-in-arms Rick
Davis and Joe Oexle, I can only imagine one of those nights in some far flung part of the world where Rick wove his magical
words with Joe's glorious pictures as maestro Marc brought the final piece to air. What a joy it was for all of us to play in that
orchestra.
Safe travels Marc, Rick and Joe.
Karen Curry
Contact the family at
143 West 20th Street, Apt 8S
New York, NY 10011
Marc Kusnetz had a long career as a journalist with NBC News during the heyday of television news, covering the twilight of
the Cold War through civil wars in Central America, the fall of the Berlin Wall, and Nelson Mandela's release from prison. He
died in his home [on February 17th]. Marc was born in I 945 and grew up in Queens, NY. As a boy, he loved the Giants and
Willie Mays and visiting his grandfather's bakery. He lived through books and words and music and movies and friends. He
devoted himself to his two sons, particularly after their mother died when they were young. After several years as a single fa
ther, he married Leslie Gimbel, already the mother of two daughter , and spent the rest of his life in this newly larger family.
After working briefly writing the Associated Press headlines that snaked around the ticker in Times Square (including his fa
vorite, "Sources Say Syria Massing Men and Mortar Just a Few Miles South of the Lebanese Border"), and also at WGBH in
Boston, Marc joined NBC News as a producer, working first at Today. He spent most of his career, however, as a foreign pro
ducer for NBC Nightly News, where he built deep and lasting friendships with colleagues from New York to Moscow to Tel
Aviv. He lived life with clarity, kindness, principle and a wicked sense of humor, traits that became immediately familiar to
everyone who met him.
He died as he wanted to, surrounded by his family. His death ended a long battle with lung disease. He is survived by his wife,
Leslie, his sons and stepdaughters Sam, Nick, Rachel and Kate and their families, including two grandchildren, as well as his
sister Barbara Rose and family.
© The New York Times, February 21, 2019
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NBC ews cameraman Joe Oexle passed away peacefully in his
sleep at his care home in Munich at 5.30 am on Monday Feb 4th • He
had caught a very bad cold several weeks ago, but the last 4-5 days
was improving and in good health and spirits. Joe was 90 last July.
He was loved and respected by his colleagues and friends. His fu
neral was held at the Ostfriedhof, in Munich, on February 14th. Joe
was a legend and the most loyal BC ews employee...a friend for
40 years.
His daughter, Dany, can be reached via email....
Dany.oexle@t-online.de
or via mail:
Dany Oexle
Geitnerweg 1 A
8000 Munich
81825 German
David McCormick
I wa fortunate enough to work with Joe Oexle during the fall of the
Berlin Wall. Joe saw the wall go up and saw it come down, the whole time as a proud NBC News employee. In the
week following the joy and celebration of November 9, 1989, I found myself working with Joe, Henrich and Arthur
Kent. We did several follow up stories together from East Berlin to Leipzig. I remember being in Leipzig with Joe
and as a young producer, worried that we didn't have enough material for a story. Joe calmed me and said not to
worry, we II get what you need. "Stones for the mosaic" he said. One shot at a time. His lesson stuck with me and
the story i repeated to my university students every year. Thank you Joe. For everything.
Joe Alica tro
Joe was our camera man at Chernobyl in 1988. We were one of the first U.S. Crews allowed in. Joe did a great job
despite the fact he was terrified.
Fred Francis told a story about Joe that encapsulated his resourcefulness. There had been a bombing in the Bologna
train station and Joe got there first. Fred was concerned they might not make air. But when Fred arrived, Joe eased
his concerns. He had hot only 1:40 of video. He told Fred what the sequence of the shots, Fred wrote a 1 :40 script,
did a standup and they made air. Then Joe said, "Let's eat!"
One of my favorite NBC personalities.
Bob Windrem
On Bastille Day 1989, the Bicentennial of the French Revolution, we were preparing to broadcast Nightly live from
a balcony near the Arc de Triomphe. A little less than an hour before air, it became apparent that the fireworks and
crowd noise were becoming overwhelmingly loud and that even with our best microphone Tom Brokaw's voice
would not be heard over the din. In near panic, Tom, Tim Russert and I jumped in a car driven by an intern and set
out for La Defense, where BC had office space and feed capability. What followed was a harrowing ride through
the celebrant-filled streets of Paris. We reached the alternate site about five minutes before air and Tom and I were
quickly told to climb a tall ladder. We did, and at the top was a makeshift platform and Joe Oexle, standing calmly
behind a live camera all checked in with New York. All Tom had to do was put on a microphone and moments later
we were on the air with a striking shot of the spectacular La Defense building behind Tom. I will always be grateful
to Joe for the great professionalism he displayed that night - and throughout his career.
Bill Wheatley
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OPEC, Geneva, late Seventies, when OPEC was still an important story:
Joe somehow finagled his way past Security to a prime location in front of the OPEC hotel. He was the only camer
aman able to capture a jeep screeching up and four heavily armored Swiss soldiers jumping out and assuming the
attack position, their machine guns at the ready. The soldiers stayed there, stiffly, as the Arab delegates swept by in
their robes. It was a terrific opening sequence for our story, the rest of which was, visually mostly, a Mike Jensen
standupper.
The OPEC story was in the Nightly News rundown as a "maybe" for Segment Three on a slow news day. When we
called New York to find out if we had made the show, the answer was, "When Paul (Greenberg) saw your opening
shot he made you guys the lead of Segment One."
Joe said his salary from NBC was calculated in American currency and the Dollar had recently hit a new low, drasti
cally reducing his take home pay, particularly in Swiss currency. Instead of going to lunch in expensive Geneva,
Joe and his soundman bought a loaf of bread and cold cuts and dined on sandwiches.
I still remember Joe fondly.
David Schmerler
Joe contacted the Archives in order to ship a trove of German film from the l 940's to the 80's. He wanted to make
certain the footage would be preserved. Fortunately, the German bureau kept meticulous notes & the film was in
excellent condition. As we screened the footage, there was Joe holding his camera and filming Adolf Hitler's sis
ter. Joe loved to discuss Germany history and the numerous
events he covered. He enjoyed life, had a fondness for sweets
and knew the best bakeries and restaurants in Munich as well
as any location he visited.
Nancy Cole
I had the privilege of working with Joe in many different
places. He loved NBC and was famously proud of working
for NBC News. Once, it got him arrested.
Joe lived in Munich which was the home to an important hub
for Armed Forces Radio and Television. AFTN had a low
power television transmitter at the U.S. Army base and pro
vided live broadcasts of many American programs, including
Today. Joe would drive to the base, pull the monitor from the
trunk of his huge Opel and sit there watching Today. He was
a frequent visitor to the area just outside the base which
aroused the suspicion of the military authorities, who arrested
him as a possible spy. He was soon released, his only offense
was wanting to watch Today.
At the end of every assignment Joe took snapshots of the
team, always saying as he posed us "We'll never be this
young again."
Bob Jamieson
November 1989: Just after the fall of the Berlin Wall.
Joe with Editor Alvaro Trenchi.
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Joe Dicso Remembered by Joel Spector
The slide at left was seen after the final commercial of the
February 16 th episode of SNL. This was the first that the
world knew about the passing of veteran Stage Manager
Joe Dicso. A good friend to generations of performers,
production staffs and engineers, Joe worked as an SM on
numerous TV programs since the 1950s, including many
BC news shows and specials and programs such as
"Omnibus,"' "Kraft Music Hall" and the Grammy Awards.
He had also worked on "Dateline NBC" and other BC
and MSNBC news shows. Joe once told me that he was
the SM who "cued the train" on a live "Wide Wide
World" broadcast. With Bob Van Ry he wa one half of
the SNL SM team for 21 years.
He also devoted much time to working on DGA committees, and was
elected to the guild's ADI tage Manager/PA Council. In 1997 he received
the DGA's Franklin J. Schaffner Award, given to an associate director or
stage manager in recognition of service to the industry and the guild.
Here are a few photo memories of Joe's SNL career. More will appear in
our next edition.
At Right, Joe with Michael Keaton in 1982.
Below, Left, with Francis Ford Coppola in 1986; Right, with members of the origi
nal SNL Not Ready for Prime Time Players in the "Stunt Man" sketch from 1978:
Garrett Morris, Gilda Radner, John Belushi and Chevy Cha e.
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Longtime consumer journalist David Horowitz has died at
age 81, his wife told Los Angeles O&O NBC4.
Horowitz was best known for his Emmy-winning TV pro
gram "Fight Back! With David Horowitz" that investigated
defective products, advertised claims and confronted compa
nies with customer complaints. The show debuted on KNBC
under the name "California Byline," and Horowitz was a cel
ebrated member of the NBC team for two decades.
"I don't consider myself a consumer advocate," Horowitz told
the Los Angeles Times in 1988. "If you're on television you
have to really be broadcasting in the public interest... but you
also have to be objective.
"Yes, you can do a commentary and advocate certain issues
if you feel that way, but I do a lot of stories where the con
sumer's wrong -- where they're trying to rip off companies,
too. I have to really walk that fine line in terms of being fair
about something."
In 1987, Horowitz was on KNBC's 4 p.m. newscast when a
man with what appeared to be a gun took the journalist hos
tage live on the air. Horowitz remained calm and read the
gunman's statements on camera, but the station had cut the broadcast without the gunn1an becoming aware of that
fact. The gun turned out to be a toy B.B. gun, and Horowitz then took on the campaign to ban toy guns that look like
real guns.
He was born June 30, 1937 in the Bronx and earned a bachelor's degree from Bradley University in 1959. He went
on to obtain a master's degree in journalism from Northwestern University. Horowitz started out at newspapers and
television stations in the Midwest. He became a writer for NBC's "Huntley-Brinkley Report" and held several other
positions with the network before joining KNBC in 1973 as its consumer reporter.
Horowitz was a regular guest on "The Tonight Show Starring
Johnny Carson." He also appeared as himself on episodes of
"Silver Spoons," "ALF," "The Golden Girls" and "Saved by
the Bell."
Horowitz is survived by his wife, Suzanne, two daughters and
two grandchildren.

4"'-

By Shahan Ahmed - February 18, 2019 - © knbc.com
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Nicolas Kazantzi pa sed away at his home in Rockaway Township, NJ on January
19, 20 I 9, at the age of 73.
Born in Greece on June I 2, 1945, he moved to the United States and settled in New
York City before mo ing to Rockaway Township with his wife Linda, in 1974.
Nicolas worked as a broadcast engineer at NBC, a job he loved, retiring in 2009 to
pend more time fishing. In 2015, he found his true calling when he became a Papou
for the first time.
He was predeceased by his belo ed wife of 22 years, Linda ( anditz) Kazantzis in
1993.
Nicola is survived by his loving sons Michael and hi wife Joni Kazantzis, and
Jimmy Kazantzis. He is also survived by hi two granddaughters Reece and ico.
Funeral services were held on January 24th at the onnan Dean Funeral Home in
Denville, NJ.
© Nonnan Dean Home.
Contact the family at
10 Queens Road
Rockaway, NJ 07866
(973) 784-3235

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Ed Williams Remembered by Bill Freeda
Ed Williams, my colleague from our days in News-film passed away on December 15, 2018 at the age of 92. He is survived
by his wife Gladys, and his son Edward and was predeceased by his on Douglas.
Ed and I worked together during the late 50's and 60's with the Chet Hagan unit. It was responsible for breaking new
cial , which included the early space shots, and Adolph Eichmann's trial in Israel.

pe

From 1965 to 1970 Ed and I, along with Tom Dunphy, were film editors for The Sunday Show, which was anchored b Frank
Blair, and aired at 4pm on Sundays. Ed eventually went to work for Doris Ann at the Religious unit. Like most ew -film
editors and camera crews, Ed was offered an opportunity to transfer to the Electronic Journalism (EJ) department in the late
1970 s and early 80's. Ed passed on that opportunity, because he was not prepared to alter his lifestyle and work the uncertain
hours that came along, ith the transfer. He finally retired from NBC in 1986.
Ed once told me this remarkable story: in 1954 he contracted Bui bar Polio. It was considered one of the most serious fonn of
polio and usually resulted in death. While in the hospital, Ed heard two doctors talking about his condition. Their opinion wa
that Ed would not live until morning. Ed not only proved them wrong but he was left with virtually no residual effects. That in
itself was a miracle.
Although Ed lived not too far from me in Levittown NY, we lost touch. We did get to see each other at ome Peacock North
luncheons, and in recent years, he attended a couple of NBC Long Island retiree luncheons at Domenico's in Levittown.
I an1 very grateful that those doctors back in 1954 were o wrong. Because they were wrong it ga e me an oppo1tunity to know
and work with Ed Williams.
Rest in Peace my friend.
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Hank Huestis Remembered by Bill Freeda
Hank was a beloved member of the NBC family for over four decades. His professional
career started in the late 40's when he landed a job as a technician at WEAV, a radio station in
Plattsburgh, NY. In the early 50's, he moved to NBC Radio in New York City. As a sound
editor he worked with the best in the business, editing Weekday, a popular radio show star
ring Mike Wallace and Virginia Graham. In 1957, he was profiled in Hi-Fi Tape Recording
Magazine, the world's leading recording magazine, who called him an "editing magician." As
NBC turned to videotape, Hank became one of the premiere video engineers. He worked on
such classic shows as Hullabaloo and The Tonight Show Stcuring Johnny Carson. His favorite
professional moment was covering President Nixon's historic visit to the People's Republic of
China in 1972. Those that knew Hank were treated to an incredible slide presentation of that
trip for years afterwards. Hank was a proud member ofNABET. In the mid-90's, Hank left
the tape room and with his dear friend Morty Aronoff started an Employee Assistance Pro
gram, personally approved by NBC President Grant Tinker, and was an early pioneer in this
field. For his work he was rewarded an award at the 26th EAPA Annual Conference in Balti
more, Maryland in November of 1997. Hank retired at age 62 in 1997.
Henry Huestis passed away on January 12th at Mather Hospital in Port Jefferson New York
at age 93. He is survived by his two children, Michele Flannery and Marc Huestis. He also
was survived by his two stepchildren, Carol Springstun and Lesley Schaffer. He had a very
pecial memorial at Alexander Rothwell Funeral Home in Wading River and is buried along
side the love of his life, Elizabeth Springstun. He was fondly remembered by many friends
and will ha e a lasting effect for them for many years.
Contact the family at

Michele Flannery
609-290-6747
cornmaiden@live.com
1583 Dee Road
Forked River NJ 08731-3409
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John Betzel Remembered by his Wife, Maddy
John passed on to his new life on October 11, 2018, at the age of 78, suffering from a stroke.
I want you to know that he enjoyed working for the NBC for close to 30 years as a Lighting
Director.
l'd like to share my memories of John(I called him JB.)
John bought a sail boat after he retired, and was planning to sail around the world(!) but he
had a heart attack when he got to the California shore, and decided to rest up in Ventura.
Eventually John and I met on an internet dating site. We were Ii ing about 130 miles away
from each other, so we first met at a restaurant at a half-way point. It's like movie, Arthur:
"When you get lost between the moon and New York City, the best you can do is fall in love."
John said it was love at first sight, and we had 16 years together, traveling because of my job
as a professor at Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo. We Ii ed in Japan for a year!. After my retirement,
his health deteriorated, and I had an opportunity to learn patience(not my strength!) as his

His rough Bronx exterior hid a teddy bear(he made me promise not to tell any
one!), and he re cued two dogs and two cats that are still giving me joy! Hi kill
a an engineer enabled him to be a great gemstone sphere maker.
John and l visited NBC at 30 Rock several years ago, and I had an opportunity
to meet John's dear friend Bob Rooney.
He had a troke [in 20181 and never regained consciou ness. But J know he is
still with me, loving me. He gave me unconditional love, which I only experi
enced from my mother. I am truly grateful that fate brought us together between
the moon and New York City.
Thank you for sending John the Peacock North newsletters for so many year .
He enjoyed them thoroughly.
If you have any more memories to share, l'd appreciate it greatly!
Madoka(Maddy) Watabe-Belzel.
956 Queenanne Road
Paso Robles, CA 93446
shiawasel 945@gmail.com
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Lee Leonard
Lee Leonard, an urbane host of sp01ts and entertainment programs who
introduced ESPN to a small audience on the day of its debut in 1979,
died on December 18, 2018 at his home in South Orange, N.J. He was
89. His wife, Kelly Bishop, confinned his death.
Mr. Leonard was a well-regarded veteran of local and national sports
tudio shows when executives at ESPN, which was just getting off the
ground, asked him to be a co-anchor of"SportsCenter,"en isioned as
the network's flagship news and highlights program. Mr. Leonard
brought maturity to the fledgling network. By then he had been a disc
jockey, radio talk show host and the co-host with Bill Mazer of a pio
neering Sunday night program -"Sports Extra' on WNEW-TV in
New York- that provided extensive highlights, scores and commen
tary.
"I loved his attitude,"Bob Ley, a longtime ESPN anchor said of Mr.
Leonard in a telephone interview."Sometimes he'd say, 'Let's get this
show written so we can hang out and tell some lies.' He was straight
out of 'The Front Page. " Mr. Leonard stayed at ESPN- which stood
for the Entertainment and Sports Programming Network - for about six months, disappointed that it did not live up to the en
tertainment part of its title and give him a platfonn to cover show business." ...So my agent called me and aid, 'There's this
crazy guy, Ted Turner, who's doing a news network.' "The network was CNN, which started up in 1980, and it gave Mr.
Leonard the entertainment outlet he wanted, a show called"People Tonight."But his time as its host did not last long. He wa
replaced in 1982 by Mike Douglas, the longtime syndicated talk-show host. Mr. Leonard subsequently returned to CNN for
se eral years in the 1980s to host"Showbiz Today."
In 1986, Mr. Leonard published a novel,"I Miss You When You 're Here,"about a disc jockey who becomes the star of a net
work television show. Mr. Leonard gave the lead character, Maxwell Lefkowitz, his real name. Maxwell Lefkowitz was born
on April 3, 1929, in New York City to Daniel Lefkowitz and Estelle (Cohn) Lefkowitz, a beautician. After graduating from
DeWitt Clinton High School in the Bronx, he attended Columbia University but did not graduate. He served in the Anny in
Germany during the Korean War.
He became interested in broadcasting in the Army, and after his discharge worked as a disc jockey in various cities, including
Norfolk, Va., and Cincinnati. In 1964, he was hired by WNBC-AM in New York as the host of a daytime talk show. Early on
in his career he changed his name to Lee Leonard.
Mr. Leonard moved to local television in 1971 as the host of"Midday Live,"a talk show on WNEW in New York. A year lat
er he was teamed with Mr. Mazer on"Sports Extra,"which was something of a prototype for ESPN's"SportsCenter."Mr.
Leonard's sophisticated and occasionally sarcastic style blended well with Mr. Mazer's passionate approach and encyclopedic
recall of sports facts and figures. (Mr. Mazer died in 2013.)
Mr. Leonard moved on from both jobs within several years to NBC Sports, where he hosted"Grandstand," a pregame studio
show, and later "NFL '77," with Bryant Gumbel. Mike Weisman, a former top producer at NBC, recalled in an interview that
Mr. Leonard could be flippant; in one instance he told viewers that a football game with many close plays that had ended with
a 3-0 score"had no highlights." In 1976, the Chicago Tribune media critic Gary Deeb wrote that ..."Leonard also possesses a
talent shared by few other sportscaster- he's a fine writer."But he was fired in 1978 by Don Ohlmeyer, the executive pro
ducer of NBC Sports, freeing him to join the fledgling ESPN when it called.
In addition to Ms. Bishop, an actress who met Mr. Leonard when he interviewed her on"Midday Live," he is survived by his
daughter, Norma Sheryl Leonard and a grandson. His marriages to Rona Rosenberg and Salome Jens ended in divorce. After
his second stint at CNN, Mr. Leonard coached business executives on handling media interviews and for a time, starting in the
mid-1990s, was a news anchor and talk show host for News 12, a New Jersey cable station.
By Richard Sandomir © The New York Times, December 18, 2018
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The Hofstra community is saddened to learn of the death of John
Bohannon, host for the past fifteen years of The Jazz Cafe on WRHU,
Hofstra's award winning radio station.
A seasoned professional with almost forty years of broadca ting expe
rience-as well as a passion for jazz and for the radio medium-John
was a natural mentor for students who were considering a career in
broadcasting. The breadth and depth of his experience also served him
well. Although John spent most of his career as a network radio news
anchor-with long stints at the ABC, CBS, and NBC radio net
works-he also had a substantial amount of on-air experience at local
AM radio stations.
John is survived by his wife of fifty-five years, Barbara Bohannon,
PhD, retired associate provost for accreditation and outcomes assess
ment and associate professor emeritus of mathematics, Hofstra Uni
versity College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; and by his son, Adam
Bohannon (BA Hofstra).
A memorial service is planned for the spring. In lieu of flowers,
please consider donations in John's memory to the Jazz Foundation of
America.
By Ginny Greenberg, January 25, 2019 © Hofstra.edu

Contact the family at
1523 Wagner Street
Wantagh NY 11793-3041
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Maintaining a Family Tradition by Gene Garnes
The Games family has a steeped history in the broadcast field; our
association with NBC started on January 1, 1951 when E. Eugene
Garnes was hired to work in Television Operations, later moving
into radio where he finished out his career as a Group 6 in the Radio
Recording Department in 1988. I came along in March of 1979, also
working in radio until its sale in 1988; then I finished out my career
in DPS until my retirement in 2015 for health reasons. My daughter
Caroline was hired in News as a per diem AVID editor in 2014 after ��-'
completing 2 internships in DPS. A grand total of 68 years of ser
vice to NBC by members of the Games family.
I was also very active in the union, having served as Shop Steward,
Executive Board Member, Secretary (4 terms), Project Director,
Safety & Health and Director of Organizing for Local 11, among
other positions.
Outside of NBC and NABET, I've spent my entire adult life helping
people in their time of need by serving in the volunteer fire service,
first as an engine-man and now as a driver and fire-police officer in
the Beekman, NY Fire Dep't. I have two citations from the fire dis
trict for life saving (CPR calls). I'm also a cancer survivor having
been diagnosed in 2012
I still have my fingers in the radio field: I'm the owner-operator of Part 15/intemet based radio station WBXO
which runs 24/7. Additionally I'm the Chief Engineer/Director at WPWL-FM, a low power based community-based
radio station in Pawling, New York.
I currently live in Poughquag, NY with my lovely bride (Melissa) of 30+ years on a couple of acres on the side of
Depot Hill (the winter views are wonderful). We have two wonderful children, Matthew and Caroline who are
grown and married.
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The Burbank Lunch Bunch

We are a group of NBC Burbank folks, spanning all departments,
who generally meet monthly at the Buchannan Arms.
Above, from left to right: Marty Peters, Steve Schoenberg, Joe Rohr, Paul Nilson, Louis Gabriele, Carl Schumacher
Tony Piwowar, John Milek, Richard "Hutch" Hutchings and Mike Mosher.
Many of our group are missing from this photo.
They Include Stan Zieve, Ron Liebin, Dave Seger,
Ric Romo, Jack Hawkins, Nelson Tharp, John Bevard,
Walter Lewis, Tom Patino, Molly Joseph, Tim Stumpp,
Tom Voytko, WT Hardy and others who are working
(including myself) and/or live out of town.
Happy New Year!
All the best,
Louis Gabrielle
louisgab39@yahoo.com
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Ken Aagaard: A Star Is Born
Sunday, February 3, 2019, the morning of Super Bowl Sunday. I tuned in to my usual fare
of CBS Sunday Morning at 9 am. And there was Jane Pauley (our very own Jane Pauley)
introducing Brook Silva Braga's piece, In an Instant, starring our own Kenny Aagaard.
(After all, we had him long before CBS did, from 1977-1998). And there he was, doing a
walk and talk as the opening interviewee. When asked about the camera coverage, he just
rattled off some over-the-top statistics of the hardware supplied: 115 cameras including 3
Skycams and 28 cameras stuffed into the pylons marking the end zones. As Kenny put it
"There is not a square inch of this field which we do not have covered." He should know. It
has been his job to push that envelope at CBS Sports as he was Senior VP of Operations and Production Services.
It was his 19th Super Bowl but it would be his final Super Bowl working in that capacity for CBS. He will maintain
his company, Creative Broadcast Techniques.
I contacted him to wish him good luck and ask if he could furnish me with some pictures of himself on the field.
Within a few minutes Ken sent me the pictures below. This, on one of the biggest days of the CBS Sports year. Thank
you Ken and thank you for being such a good guy all the years I knew you and worked with you at NBC.
-Marilyn Altman.

Ken with son Michael, a high-frame-rate
camera operator
'

®CBS

SPORTS
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Times Square

Ready to start the New Year's Eve ball rolling are Chirlane McCray & Mayor Bill di Blasio
along with several members of the Committee to Protect Journalists:
Alisyn Camerota, Anchor, CNN New Day; NBC's Lester Holt; Martha Raddatz, Chief Global Affairs Correspondent, ABC News;
Karen Attiah, Global Opinions Editor, who edited the Washington Post columns of Jamal Kbashoggi,
the Saudi dissident and American resident who was murdered in Turkey this year by Saudi agents;
and Vladimir Duthiers, Anchor, CBSN and Correspondent, CBS News.

Radio City Music Hall Stage Door

Show's Over! Camels from the Music Hall's Holiday show fascinate passersby on West 51st Street
while waiting to board special transportation back to their between-gig abode.
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Peacock North Spring Lunch Reservation Form
Sunday, April 28th, 2019 from 12 noon to 3:00 pm
Sardi's Restaurant
234 West 44th Street - Fourth Floor (Elevator Available)
Between Broadway and Eighth Avenue
You may register and pay on line at peacocknorth.com
or send this page and your check, payable to Peacock North,
for $45 per person to
Peacock North
P. 0. Box 112
Rowayton, CT 06853
Name-----------------------Spouse/Guest Name__________________
Your E-mail Address-----------------Please check boxes below for one entree each for yourself (and your guest)

You Guest

□ □
□ □
□ □

Sauteed Chicken Scaloppini
Orange Teriyaki Glazed Broiled Salmon
Spaghetti al Filetto di Pomodoro (Vegetarian)

Peacock North
P.O. Box 112
Rowayton, CT 06853

Preso1ted
Standard
U.S. Postage
PAID
Stamford, CT
Permit No. 102

Dues were due
January 1, 2019

Your contacts:
Marilyn Altman
Lenny Stucker
Joel Spector, Bambi Tascarella, Ken Fouts
(Peacock North Editors)
Sharon Stucker, John Fider
(Membership Coordinators)
Rich Munde (Webmaster)
E-mail: peacocknor th@yahoo.com
Mailing Address:
PO Box 112
Rowayton, CT 06853

Jackie Twohie worked as an engineer in various capacities at NBC New York.
Patricia Sullivan started at NBC in 1988 and has been a News floater,
Working for Expose, Dateline, Peacock Productions and NBC Learn.
Gene Garnes, Jr. started at NBC Radio Engineering in 1979
and eventually retired from Digital Production Services in 2015.

